The NCTC aCTknowledge mobile app and website will deliver timely situational awareness notifications covering terrorist events that may impact your local community and significant tactics, techniques, and procedures to support homeland security, law enforcement, and community first responder efforts aimed at protecting against terrorist threats. Additionally, NCTC aCTknowledge offers reference guides to aid in rapid response and deployment, helping you protect your local community.

- Designed with and for law enforcement, first responders, and homeland security professionals
- Access the unified body of NCTC analysis, situational awareness products, and prevention intelligence
- Receive breaking counterterrorism (CT) notifications to your mobile device or computer
- Read cutting edge analysis by counterterrorism experts from around the US Government
- Easily research relevant intelligence products with a modern and intuitive interface
- Review reference training aids, mobilization indicators, and vetted information relevant to your daily operations and special event planning considerations
- aCTknowledge will be constantly updated; be on the look-out for regularly released new content, features, and capabilities.

The National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) was established at the recommendation of the 9/11 Commission and was given the responsibility for integrating whole-of Government analysis, strategic planning, and information sharing—through the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act—with State, Local, Tribal, Territorial, and Federal partners.